suspended walkway  //  first glimpse of dreamscape

suspension
entering the dreamscape
lobby view // fragmented memories
dream resort
an architectural dreamscape
anthony wocken
entrance // slipping into dream
transcend
reductive process
landscape manipulation
1. begin with solid mass
2. vertical dissection // spatial rhythm
3. horizontal dissection // mimic landscape
4. sculpt facade // increased surface area
5. perforate // shape spatial connections

design concept
creating the dreamscape
earth
architecture
water

dream

overall plans
unit plans below
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**Suite Details**

- Fragmented memories
- Trench drain at low-point to scupper
- Plants / vegetation
- Extensive growing medium
- Root permeable filter layer
- Geotextile filter
- Support plate
- Drainage / capillarity layer
- Protection and storage layer
- Deck / insulation / waterproofing
- Perforated drain pipe
- Concrete
- Reinforcement bar
- Suspended cedar decking / HVAC / sprinklers

**Materials**

- Galvanized flashing
- Reinforcement bar
- Drainage membrane
- Drainage pipe / water harvesting
- Concrete raft foundation
- Sand fill
- Site map

**Floor Plans**

- **Floor 1**: Two units each
- **Floor 2**: Split level villas
- **Floor 3**: Split level villas

**Additional Features**

- Green roof / water harvesting
- Operable windows
- Sliding glass doors
- Cedar railings
- Steel bracket
- Concrete sitecast concrete
- Drainage planter
- Rainwater pipe
- Hvac / sprinklers